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SUMMARY.-Owing to improvements in aerodynamic design it is desirable to be
profile drag accurately. A method of calculating the profile drag of aerofoils is and is U,Vi.....A.l.\...·\J.

to investigate the drag of a flat plate and of two aerofoils of different thicknesses for three '''''.'<'!''''''''.-'

numbers and three transition point positions.

From the results curves are drawn which show the variation 'of drag for a range aerofoil
thickness, Reynolds number and transition point position. Comparison with eXl)erJlmt~nt(11 results
shows satisfa~tory agreement.
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1. Introduction.-Owing to the improvement in "aerodynanlic design in recent
years tIle accurate determination of the profile drag of aerofoils has become
important and a satisfactory method of calculating profile drag is desirable.

For smooth aerofoils the three most important parameters which affect the profile
drag are the wing thickness,. Reynolds number and transition point position.
Other parameters which may affect profile.drag are section ~hape and lift coefficient;
but the actual shape does not differ greatly for different modern sections and the
Ijft coefficient for top speed conditions does not vary over a wide range, so that,
the effect of varying these two parameters is unlikely to be very important. The

of calculating profile drag developed below has therefore been applied
only to typical wing sections at a single value of tIle lift coefficient.

Preliminary discussion.-Profile drag consists partly of ski~ friction, which
~rises from the tangential stresses at the surface of the aerofoil, and partly of form
drag, which arises from the normal pressures. For streamline bodies the pressure
distribution closely resembles the' pressure distribution corresponding to potential
flow, which, apart from induced drag, has no resultant along the direction of
motion. The distortion of the pressure distribution from the potential pressure
distribution is due to the boundary layer, which increases in thicklless from the
leading· edge to the trailing edge and reduces the pressure towards the trailing edge.

the drag of a streamline body is due to the boundary layer Cl;nd can be
development of the boundary layer and the wake can be properly

analysed.

two-dimensional flow past a streamline cylinder as sho\vn Fig. 1.
is constant in the fluid field except in the boundary layer

wake, which are shown shaded. Starting from the stagnation
layers are present on the upper and lower surfaces theaerofoil.

will generally laminar for some distance

T

T

c

FIG. 1.

will begin at the points T (Fig. 1). After a transition region fully
boundary'layers are formed. the trailing edge the boundary

the unper and lower surfaces coalesce, to form the wake, which extends
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The vvake has "a minimum thickness a short distance downstream of the trailillg
edge and then becomes gradually broader. The static pressure the wake is
greatest at tIle trailing edge and decreases downstream, eventually becoming eqllal
to the static pressure of the free stream. For a section of the wake CC sufficiently
far doyvnstream for this to be true it is easy to show, from momentum considera~

tions, that the drag per unit length of the cylinder is given by

(1)

(2)

where Do is the velocity of the free stream, u is the velocity in the wake parallel
to the direction of motion at a point of the measurement plane, y is measured
normal t~ the direction of motiop., and p is the density of the fluid; the integrand
vanishes outside the wake since u is there equal to Do.

The drag coefficient CD of the aerofoil is defined by

D C 1 U 2== D'- 2" Po. c

where c is the chord of the aerofoil. The momentum thickness-of the wake far
downstream is defined by

foo U ·U

60 ,= -00 Do (1 - U~) dy · ·

Then. from (1) we obtain

CD = ~ (00 ~ (1 _ ~) dy = 2 60

. C J -00 U0 U0 c

This relation shows that the drag coefficient of the aerofoil can be determined if
the momentum thickness of the wake far downstream can be calculatede

is the skin friction at the surface of the aerofoil the
coefficiellt Cf is given

r
= c J d~

drag
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-on assumption that its momentum thickness at the trailing edge is
sum of the momentum thicknesses of the boundary layers of the upper and

lower surfaces there. The value of the wake momentum thickness far downstream
is derived the momentum equation of the wake and the profile drag is then
determined from equation (3).

Though the skin friction distribution 9ver the surface is obtained incidentally,
the profile drag calculated directly includes both skin friction form drag, and
the distinction between form drag and skin friction becomes to some
artificial*t ·

at zero two ,.." r>.",~r-.TA'"

aerofoils are shown inset in

a range of aerofoil thickness
thicknesses 0 0 0 · were considered.

2

I I
tC?T=f~=---?~::::--~'"""t--=====-=+~~~~_~~~~:;;;..;::~f~C.=...E----l---I--- --='=-=+----l---~

LOWE.RI
5uR,FACE-

O'6 r; --~-+-"----+-----l---+-

FIG. Distribution Section N.A.C.A. 2414. == 0·18.

* An todetennine the form drag of aerofoils was made by Professor B. 1\'1.
Su~~ge:steld, in an unpublished note, that the rate at which work is done on a fluid by a
i-h,... ....."t"'i"h it is equal to U dx, where TO is the surface friction, U is the outside the ..... V' ....~AJ!.'-&.'Ul.>..L

and x is the surface. Professor G. I. Taylorshowed, also an un'pulbl1:;hed
the by Jones was not exact except for a flat plate,

formula for the necessary correction by application of the momentum of the '-'V'\.-L.LA'-L(U,J.

In Professor Taylor's note the idea of the continuity of the wake with
and lower surfaces of the aerofoil was first introduced. The of the
on rather different lines from Professor Taylor's, but we are
idea of the continuity of the layers and the wake.

above discussion to flow compressible or A.L.L'-"'U'.I..L.'~..L"'-'>J...u ... IV''''''''''

no shock waves are llJJ!.v ...........A~' ....



layer in

5-

1. distribution.-The thinner aerofoil was of
was assumed to be at an incidence giving a lift

the corresponding pressure distribution was obtained from the
The method was modified

effect of the boundary

1...0 ER

1.'::1'\-.-----:11-..,1:---1-- __..j,....--_ 'SuR ACe.._,-+-~"'""--+--'-~:+----+----I-----+----l

Distribution for 25 per cent. ThickFIG,

O·4v.....-..--.l.---.l...--.....J-.----- --'-_..l..-.._--.J

o 0''(;(;, 0 ·4c. 0'10<:, '5 O'8e- "0,

Section. CL == 0·25.

skin friction and layer 1L..A..Jl.A'-'.A.:lo..ll..L""' ....:J..:J

leading edge were calclllated

+ Z2. g

Z== 'V, A =::; z,

* Experimental measurements of pressure dovvnstream of the edge, \vhich had been made
in the measurement of the momentum were useful in .40t-A1l""Y'lr""!llrl·'rlrr the pressure at the
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where x is the distance .measured along the su'rface from the forward stagnation
point,

ais the boundary layer thickness,

U is the velocity at the edge' of the boundary layer,

v is the kinematic viscosity of ~he fluid,

!()\) and g(A) are functions which are tabulated in Reference an~ dashes
denote clifferentiation with respect to x. At the stagllation point
x == A is equal to 7 0 052. Equation (5) was solved by a step-by
step method for both surfaces up to the assumed transition points.

The skin friction at the surface is given by

_ fl(A + 12) U
'1:0 - 68

and the local skin friction coefficient by

• _ 2'"t"0 _ (A+ 12)vU
Cf - pU~ - - 3 aU

o
2

As is uSl;lal for laminar boundary layers, Cf is proportional to R--1
/2, where is the

number Do c/v. In addition, the momentum thickness of the laminar
boundary layer, defined ·by

J
~ u ue== - (1 - -) dy
oU U

u is velocity in the layer parallel to the surface, and y is measured normal
to surface, is given by3

e
45360
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flovv' took place over a long distance5. More recent experiments in wind tunnels6

and flight tests in the turbulence-free atmosphere7 have shown that transition
occurs suddenly and it is therefore permissible to assume that transition occurs
at a point which will be referred to as the transition point*.

The momentum thickness of the boundary layer must then be taken to be con-
tinuous and the skin friction to 'be disconti.nuous at this ; a discontinuity
in the momentum thickness would require the of a finite impulse at
the transition point, whereas the skin friction, though not actually discontinuous,
probably increases ver)l rapidly over a short region near the transition point.
Thus the value of 8, given by (6), at the end of the laminar layer, will be the ...
value of eat beginning of the turbulent layert.

Turbulent layer.-~he boundary layer momentum equation,
basis of tIle analysis both laminar layers, may be written8

in which

and

vvhere x is

d dp
1'"0 == dx - dx

e= p I: u (U - u) dy

I
o u

OX == . (1 - -) dy
o U

distance measured along the "-''-'1loJLJL'''-''' ....... .....,. stagnation

Y is measured normal to the surface,

p is the pressure in the boundary layer,

U is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer,

u is the velocity boundary layer parallel to the surface,

IS local surface friction,

is a measure of the momentum defect

eis momentum thickness,

and aX is the displacement thickness.

Bernouilli's equation, which holds at the edge of the boundary

dp _
dx

dU
pU dx ·

* Owing to wind tunnel turbulence the transition point may move rapidly to and fro so that instru
ments measuring mean values would indicate that transition to turbulence occurred gradually in some
wind tunnels.

t A note on the factors governing transition is given in Appendix II.
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Substituting in we obtain

e 0- 3914te- ==0&
\J

equation

=. d e + U I (H + 2) e
dx U

aX /8, and dashes denote differentiation with respect to x.

is necessary to find a relation between T0' and ewhich is valid for turbulent
boundary layers. derive such a relation we assume that the same relation
holds between the local values of these quantities as holds for a plate with
fully turbulent boundary layer. This is equivalent to assuming that pressure
gradients at the surface of an aerofoil do not affect the velocity distribution in the

is an approximation which be sufficiently '-N'-''-,/ ............~ .... '-'

gradients present the· cases considered. For the
turbulent boundary layer this relation is represented closely

where The derivation of this formula is given in Appendix I.

Assuming that (9) holds for the turbulent boundary
substitute in the momentum equation (8) and obtain

of an aerofoil we

- -----:-:-::-----5+ 2.dx .

determine we US~ the experimental results
diverging and converging channels, indicate

assume that is equal I.
becomes

~~ +
ax

where F (~) == 1 e-O'3914t; numerical F

(11 )

are given in Table 1.

1

, l06F( C) C l06F( ~)

14 221·6 24 1·502
15 130·39 25

I
0·937

16 77·47 26 0·585
17 46·11 0·367
18 27·97 I 0·2303
19 16·96 29 I 0·1454
20 10·35 30 I 0·0317
21 6·35 31

I

0·0582
22 3·906 32 0·0369
23 2·418 33 0-0235
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1) can solved by a step-by-step ............ ....., ....... .£."".'--&0

of ~at the transition point is also
~ we take the value of e for the laminar

is given and deterlnine the
may be written

of x and the
initial values
transition

~

The solution of 1) for any particular case gives
from the relation ~2 - pU2/"rO' and the distribution of ealong the surface is derived
from (9). The sum of the values of ecorresponding to the and surfaces
gives the initial value of eat the beginning of the

W ake.-Near ..... A. "".......... .L ....... ,..,. edge an
the boundary layer pressure gradient across

is invalid. But the ~,...r~",,,,,,,,....n. rI("""""'•.rll',,'"Y'llT across the

distance downstream
layer theory will therefore
can be used to investigate the
tions required to allow for pressure
wake are considered in Appendix

At the trailing edge of an aerofoil the pressure is higher
and it falls steadily downstream from the trailing edgeo the same
wake becomes broader owing to turbulent mixing so
placement thickness to the momentum thickness, falls from its value at
edge to the value unity far downstream.

The momentum equation of the wake has the same form as or
layer, except that the surfa_ce friction '1"0 is zero; for the wake
fore becomes

~ +~ (H + 2) e === 0dx U

where x is now measured downstream along the centre ·line of the
velocity at the edge of the \vake, and eis the momentum thickness of
which arises from the boundary layers of both surfaces of the aerofoil.
(12) may be writtell

! ~ === - (H + 2) ~ [log Ue dx dx e

where Do is the velocity of the stream at infinity.

* It is advisable in solving (11) to use non-dimensional quantities by measuring distances as fractions
of the chord c, velocities as fractions of the. stream velocity U0' and replacing v by 1JR.

t It has beell shown by Betz9 that the values of U on the upper and lower surfaces are equal at the
trailing edge.
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The only available experimental data
are

at TYn';-""Il"'"ft"llro "'-l!o)L...............I<.&..lI ..... ' ...........

O·OS----I----+----~.e::---+___-____:_I

we

FIG. ~-..Il."''''.l.l;A,.... A.'_IA. .... between loge VoiD H in the Wake of an Aerofoil.
x Experimental Results.

deduced Fig. 1
and log

of this report are given
is given

log Uo/D
H - 1

be assumed that this linear relation holds rt'n-niar'1l so we

Hence

and then

log Uo/U
log Vo/DI

(HI 0

J1 log U --==------log

* Wind tunnel measurements are unreliable owing to the possible presence of static pressure l'O.J..u,\..II..Jl.v·JI.... "..:l

in the main stream.



becomes

1 0

coefficient of

2
c

aerofoil is then, from (3))

2
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81 Y0
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cover a



a single
section

each thickness'.

ofT.P. eD Cf

Thickness behind
number. the L.E. the L.E. (Top (Bottom

(Bottom surface).
surface). surface).

0 106 0 0 0·00461 0·00461 0·00461 0·00461
0 106 o 2c Oo2e 0·00411 0·00411 0·00411 0·00411
0 106 O"4c O·4c 0·00356 0·00356 0·00356 0·00356
0 107 0 0 0·00300 0'00300 0·00300 0"00300
0 107 O·Ze O'2c 0·00259 0·00259 0·00259 0·00259
0 107 O·4e O·4e 0·00211 0-00211 0·00211 0·0021
0 5 X 107 0 0 0·00235 0·00235 0·00235 0·00235
0 5 X 107 OoZe O·2e 0·00197 0·00197 0·00197 0·00197
0 5 X 107 Oo4c O'4c 0·00158 0·00158 0·00158 0·00158
0·14 106 O·017e O·03e 0·00725 0·00585 0·00565 0·00489
0·14 106 Oo177c O'177e 0·00653 0·00504 0·00524 0·00431
0·14 106 O'376c Q·376c 0·00521 0·00405 0·00431 0·00346
0·14 10' O·017c O·03e 0·00477 ·00381 0·00375 0·00321
0·14 10' O·177c O'177c 0·00412 0·00331 0·00274
0·14 107 O·376c O'376c 0·00309 O· 0·00256 0·0021
0·14 5 X 107 O'017c O·03c 0·00375 0 0·00290 0·00248
0·14 5 X 107 0· 177c O'177c 0·00316 O· 0-00252 0·00210
0·14 5 X 107 0 0 376c O·376c 0·00230 0·00172 0·00192 0·00158
0·25 106 O'034c o·.~024c 0·01048 0-00764 0·00653 0·00553
0 0 25 106 O'189c O'196c 0·00911 0·00661 0·00593 0·00499
0·25 106 O·386c O'396c 0·00668 0·00501 O· 0-00388
0·25 107 O·034c O'024c 0-00690 0·00503 0·00431 0·00366
0·25 107 o.189c O'196c 0·00572 0·00412 0·00370 0-00310
0-25 107 O'386e O·396c 0·00378 0·00286 0·00265 0·00228
0·25 5 X 107 O·034c O'034e 0·00545 0·00403 0·00335 0·00295
0·25 5 X 107 O·189c o·196c 0·00435 0·00312 0·00281 0·00236
0-25 5 O· 00196 O·

The transition'point positions may, be affected by shape of section and lift coefficient;
II.

to the chord.

range of lift '-I' .a..&. ,

value of the
shape* is

addition
2



Results of calculations~-.The numerical results are given Table
shows contributions to CD and Cf from the upper and lower surfaces separately.

profile drag results for the complete aerofoils plotted against
the same locations of the transition points on

DISTANce OF MEAN
TP. eeH'NOTHE I...E.

o
q;)·OiSr-----t----+----t------.:.---+-----+-+-----l

O·OI IOt-----t----+---+------!7'---/---+-----I·

0'(>14
O-!c

{')·4<:

0'00$

O·QOlQl-----t----+----4---.....:f-----+-----4

o·ooil----+-----+---+-----+-------+--~

Ie.

FIG. 5.-Variation Calculated Profile Drag Coefficient with
Transition Point. R == 106•

measured

Thickness and Position of Mean

are gIven agaIn In
for

mean
edge.

* In using the curves to estimate the drag of an aerofoil with different transition point positions
on the two surfaces, it is sufficiently accurate to assume that the transition points are both situated
at their mean position, midway between their actual positions on the two surfaces. This is permissible
as the variation· of the drag of either surface with variation of transition p<?int position is roughly
linear and much the same for both surfaces.
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o
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FIG. I3.-Skin Friction Distribution on Upper Surface of 14 per cent. Thick Wing for R = 10'.

A --- Laminar flow.
B - Turbulent Flow, Transition Point at ~ == O·017c.
C - Turbulent Transition Point at ~ == 0·177c.
D - Turbulent Flo'.v, Transition Point at ~ == O·376c.



leading edge the thinner aerofoil (Fig.
positions 0 shows the variations

·drag coefficient Cf for the thinner aerofoil

O·004.J----.....+-----4----'---i----------+------f

O·OO"-~---+-----4----+,....._-___J--___I

o o·te o·~c o·~c 0·4C. 0' c

f.)lS'T,c"NCE OF -H'ZAl-4S\iION POINTS 8EHIHO l.EADINu EOGE..

FIG. 14.-Variation of Profile Drag and Skin Friction with
Transition Point Position for 14 per cent. Thick for R == 107•.

with variation of mean transition point position.
in Fig. presumably to drag,

of the normal pressures along direction of flight.
skin friction drag/profile drag and form drag/profile drag
thickness for various transition point position's -is shown in Fig.;

O·4----........----....------r----r-----~·6

FORM O~AG

p~lL..e O~A~

S~'N FI::UC."T40N
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o ODS 0'\0 0'15 o·~o 0''25
'/c

FIG. IS.-Variation of Form Drag and Skin Friction with Wing Thickness.

A - Transition Points at I.,eading Edge.
B - Transition Points at o· 2c.
C - Transition Points atO·4c.
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drag jprofile drag
backward movement of

method of solution of
a step-by-step integration
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5. Comparison with experiment.-Comparison with experimental results can only
made satisfactorily if drag transition points on both surfaces have

measuredo

3
--------,---~---"'""!'"""""'~......;......--"""'-r""'~-------,-~__r__-------___r_-----

thickness

Position of
transition

number.
Lower

surface.

Calculated

6·1 X 106 0·45 O'34c 0'37c 0°0030 0·0031
8·2 X 106 0·25 O'36c 0·30:; O· 0·0079

0·30 O' 285c O'255c 0·0039 0·0037
0·37 o.365c O'165c 0·0079 0·0030

0-010,...........------,..--------y----------,

o·oo~r---------+--------+----------1

0-008.....-------+----..::.------+-------1

'-""" ..,.. 4!-" .....""""'.J'J ...... between and JI..-,f.<l.!J'v..!..!lA..II..l. .....-LJ\'" for of 17 per cent. Thick
'Transition Points at o· lOe and o· OSc on and Lower Surfaces -ror:!.c'r'l.or·1"1,[7.Di"'1'

X Experimental Points.

\vith

Mr. A. V......1-.c'"'I>hn'Y'lC'

per cent. thick
the upper

of a and so was to some



a different rnethod of determining the transition points might lead to different
locations. effect is unlikely to be very important in flight tests
the transition region is short, but may be important in wind tunnel experiments,
for which the transition region may be extensive.

Extensions ~l the theory.-The method of calculating the profile drag of smooth
aerofoils may be applied to other problems if some modifications are made. For
example, the drag of rough aerofoils can be determined if equation (9) is replaced
by a formula includes the effect of roughness; for fully developed roughness
flow (9) is replaced

== constant,

the value of the constant chosen depending on the ..................,... ............... '-A........ _

momentum equation retains the form (8).

1'he method also ·be applied to calculate the drag of streamline bodies
axes along the stream. The laminar boundary layer may be analysed
tika's method13• tIle turbulentbouridary layier (9) is still valid but the .......... '-" ...............''''' ....
tum equation (8) must be replaced by 0

de [
dx + U

r'
r

r is the 'radius of a section ""'r'\.'Y"'YV"In

nose (rneasured along
rear part of the bod)!
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(20)

'rve substitute for x from (19) in (20) and integrate, the relation

VO- = C(eDC - 1)
'v

where C and D are constants depend on A and the constant of integration is
obtained from the condition that () and Cvanish together at the leading edge· of the plate, and some
terms of lower order than those retained have been omitted. The second termon the right hand side

of may be omitted since eD' is a large quantity except near the leading edge, so that becomes

~~.== C
v

Ux
v

2 2 . 2 2C
(' - IT !; + -b2 ) - D2

I

constant of integration being determined by the condition that x and , vanish .together at the
edge of the plate. For any valuesofC and D and of R == Dc/v, equation (24) may be solved

numerically for' after putting x == c. The corresponding value of e at the trailing edge is given
and the drag coefficient of the plate, taking account of both sides, is*

46
CD = -

c

4
coefficie1tZt of flat

R CD· given by (25) CD given by (23)

106 0·00461 0·00145
2 X 106 0·00402 0·00399
5 X 106 0·00340 0·00340

107 0·00301 0·00301
2 X 107 0·00270 0·00270
5 X 10' 0·0023S 0·00235

This equation ~ollows from (3), since the pressure at the trailing edge of a fiat plate is equal to
·..., ... '-'v'>J,... .L ..... in the free stream.

C'2



It ,vas found that C == 0·2454 and D == 0·3914 gave the best agreelnent between and
The comparison is shown in Table 4 for these values of C and D. It will be seen that the differences
are negligible for R > 2 X 106 but that there is a difference of per cent. for R =-= 106

0 I t may be
concluded that the formula

ve- == 0·2454 eO'3914~
v

represents the relation between () and C for the fully turbulent boundary
sufficient accuracy"

of a flat plate with

Factors controlling transition.--The analysis given in this gives a satisfactory of
calculating profile drag provided that the positions of the transition points are known. The deter
mination of a law governing transition presents considerable difficulties to the need to make
experiments in flight or in wind tunnels of low turbulence. It is probable that turbulence is the
factor controlling transition in all wind tunnels which have not been specially designed to have
extremely low turbulence. The turbulence in the atmosphere of a scale which may affect transition
5s negligible and flight experiments may be expected to throw most light on the factors gov~rning
transition. A comprehensive series of flight tests at Cambridge7 has not, however, led to the formulation
of a simple law; since an investigation .. of transition requires· an analysis of the of the
laminar boundary layer, which in turn requires accurate differentiation of pressure distri-

, "bution' curves, it follows that the difficulty of interpreting flight tests is very great.

flight tests at Cambridge and at Farnborough2 do, however, indicate that for smooth surfaces
transition to tu~bulence does not occur ahead of the pressure minimum. The experiments \vere all
made at Reynolds numbers less than but the movement of the transition points with change of
incidence is always in the same direction as the movement of the pressure. minimum, so that the
influence of the pressure gradients on transition may be as established.

It is that transition on a at high Reynolds number will occur ahead of the laminar
separation points and hence the location of these points is of considerable value in limiting the range
of possible transition point positions. It is knovvn that Pohlhausen's method cannot reliably be
used to determine the laminar separation point, but a method developed by Howarth4 seems to be
satisfactory.

The view hasbeen put forward Dryden' that transition to turbulence in wind tunnels is due to
the eddies causing local separation in the laminar which in turn causes transition. If this view
is correct it implies that transition to turbulence on smooth surfaces in flight is due to incipient separation
of the laminar An attempt was made to test this point for the 25 per cent. thick wing of the
Hawcon2 by calculating the laminar separation points by Howarth's method. The results indicated
that the measured transition points on the upper surface were close to the calculated separation
points but that this did not hold for the lower surface; to the inaccuracy of the experimental
pressure distribution the calculation is not considered to be reliable.



111odijications to allow for pressure gradients across the boundary layer or wake.-In the neighbour~

hood of the trailing edge of an aerofoil it is likely that the assumption that the pressure gradients
across the -boundary layers and the wake. are negligible is invalid. The .necessary modification to
the momentum equation (7) or (8) due to this effect will be briefly considered here.

For steady flow the momentum equation may be written (see Reference 8, p.

dJll Jh OU
-. (Ju2 dy - eU -~,
dx 0 0 ox

ap
- dy - TOox (26)

\vhere h is some constant distance which· is. greater than the boundary
pressure at y = h, which is related to by Bemouilli's equation, we

UU' I a
(] T ox

thickness. If P is the

u

and (26) becomes

d fh. d
- .. (lu2dy - eV -.
dx .0 dx

This may be reduced as in Reference 8 to

+

d fh
TO + -- (p ~

dx 0

~/here, as before,

d fhdy=-.
dx 0

(J - J: (P ~ P) dy +

d
dx (U - u)

U' 6"

and

Jll. U
(~x=. (1 -;... .-) dy

o U

Introducing a modified formula for the momentum "t"t1l1,"'17t4I.o.C'C'

o= (j - fh P - P dy
o eU2

equation (27) takes the form

dO V'
7:0 = dx + U (H + 2) e

where H = <5"/ e. This is identical with (8) except for the substitutions of f) and H for e and H
respectively. The theory given in the text of the main report may therefore be applied in regions
\vhere the pressure gradient across the boundary layer or the wake is important, provided that the
above substitutions are made. Small changes in the theoretical skin friction may result, but these
\vould hardly affect the numerical results.



x distal1ce- along from stagnation or distance. along centre line of

y distance measuFed normal to surface or normal to centre line of wake.

distance measured··rv",4i1""",a, to IJlOT'ATr1l11 from l"'+",~,,",,+,,r."V'i!

c chord of aerofoil.

"i!:7.n.11,.."...·~+T7 of undisturbed stream.

or wake.

"""..,. .."',..11,.,.1 to surface or in wake """",1..",11 .... 1 to wake centre

at edge of boundary

... T"""II".,. ....·~+"" ... in I-o."'" ........ ,"'\'t"' ........ "

u
'U'

()

thickness.

GISPla,celnel1t thickness of bOlln<1ar'v

momentum thickness of hA1:"Tl.f'it"ll1l""~7

or wake.

or wake.

00 momentum thickness of wake

H (Je

Suffix 1 denotes that ""''ll'll''''_-}''I4-"Ild'''H''' have their values at ..... 'll".n.'llI'll ,iIV

Suffix' 2 denotes have their values at an -n"U'1i i""'·...",+"Ir..~ wake.
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